X-Banner

*Print size: 36”x72”.*

Create a file that is 36”x72”. Grommets will be placed in each corner 1.5” from the edge, so ensure that you have designed your elements to be away from that area.

36” Roll-Up Banner and Deluxe Roll-Up Banner

*Print size: 36”x84” • Visible area: 36”x78”.*

Create a file that is 36”x84”. The bottom 6” are the area of exclusion and will not be visible once installed onto the stand. There is a metal bar at the top of the stand that will create a 1” exclusion area, so it is important to refrain from placing anything in that area that you would be concerned about cutting off (logos, text, etc.).

24” Roll-Up Banner

*Print size: 24”x63” • Visible area: 24”x57”*

Create a file that is 24”x63”. The bottom 6” are the area of exclusion and will not be visible once installed onto the stand. There is a metal bar at the top of the stand that will create a 1” exclusion area, so it is important to refrain from placing anything in that area that you would be concerned about cutting off (logos, text, etc.). The telescopic pole on this model is designed to display from 24” all the way up to 57” making this well suited for table top and floor use.

**Image resolution**

Images below 150 dpi will result in pixilation. 300 dpi is recommended.